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Politics affects many aspects of our lives, such as students’ ability to afford higher education; the safety of the food we eat; how well the natural environment is protected; the quality of our communities; and the peace, prosperity, and security of our country. Canadian politics is particularly interesting because the great diversity of Canada provides important challenges for the practice of democracy and the good government that Canadians expect.

Reading this book should give you a good understanding of the major features of Canadian politics, including the workings of the parliamentary system of government, the protection of rights and freedoms, the competition among political parties, the federal system, and the ways in which citizens try to influence government policies. Highlighted throughout the book are a variety of important issues, problems, and controversies. These include national unity and Quebec sovereignty, Aboriginal self-government, the increasing inequality in wealth and income, the concentration of power in the hands of the prime minister, the major changes in the contemporary political party system, the representation of women and minorities in politics, whether Canada should strive to be an “energy superpower,” and Canada’s role and responsibilities in international politics.

There are many features that make this textbook interesting and easy to understand:

• Each chapter opens with a *vignette* that provides an interesting and often provocative story that relates to the content of the chapter. Among other topics, the vignettes address the struggle of women to be recognized as “persons,” student protests against tuition increases, and whether prisoners and 16-year-olds should have the right to vote.

• *Boxes* in each chapter provide examples that illustrate the material in the text. These boxes deal with such topics as same-sex marriage; the controversy concerning the Northern Gateway pipelines; and Canada’s recent combat missions in Afghanistan, Iraq, and Syria.

• To guide students in understanding the textbook, each chapter includes *Chapter Objectives* at the start and a *Summary and Conclusion* at the end.
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• Key terms are printed in bold in the text, defined in the margin for instant reference, and compiled in the end-of-book glossary.
• The Discussion Questions at the end of each chapter are designed to spark critical thought and discussion.
• The Further Reading section at the end of each chapter provides suggestions for those who would like to explore further the topics in the chapter.
• Weblinks in the margins provide additional research resources.
• The graphics—photos, figures, and tables—illustrate concepts discussed in the text and illuminate some features of Canadian politics.

NEW TO THIS EDITION

We have made many changes to the third edition of this text, both to improve the textbook and to discuss a variety of important recent events. These changes include the following:

• A new section on social democracy (Chapter 1)
• Discussion of reforms of the Citizenship Act and the treatment of refugees (Chapter 3)
• Examination of new and proposed free trade and foreign investment protection agreements (Chapter 4)
• The development of the “Idle No More” and “SlutWalk” movements (Chapter 6)
• The removal of the charitable status of some advocacy groups (Chapter 7)
• The 2015 Canadian election and its implications for Canada’s party system (Chapter 8)
• Changes to the Canada Elections Act and explanations of the 2015 election results (Chapter 9)
• Expanded discussion of Aboriginal land claims and modern treaties including the Tsilhqot’in ruling (Chapter 11)
• The increased potential power of party caucuses in the House of Commons, omnibus budget bills, and the issue of Senate reform (Chapter 14)
• Analysis of the clash between the Harper government and the Supreme Court of Canada over various laws, and the controversies concerning the appointment of Supreme Court of Canada judges (Chapter 16)
• An entirely new chapter on domestic public policy that includes an analysis of the factors affecting the context of public policy and examination of social, health, economic, and environmental policymaking (Chapter 17)
• Expanded discussion of foreign policy perspectives, terrorism, and development assistance (Chapter 18)

In addition, the organization of the textbook has been modified. Discussion of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms has been incorporated into
Chapter 10 on the Constitution. Chapter 6 “Canada’s Place in the World” has been moved to Chapter 18 and renamed “Foreign Policy”. As well, the ordering of Chapter 3 (renamed “Canada and the Challenge of Cultural Diversity”) and Chapter 4 (renamed “The Canadian Economy and the Challenges of Inequality”) has been reversed.

**SUPPLEMENTS**

The supplements package for this book has been carefully created to enhance the topics discussed in the text.

- **PowerPoint Presentations.** This instructor resource contains key points and lecture notes to accompany each chapter in the text.
- **Test Item File.** This test bank contains multiple-choice, true/false, short answer, and essay questions.
- **Computerized Test Bank.** Pearson’s computerized test banks allow instructors to filter and select questions to create quizzes, tests, or homework. Instructors can revise questions or add their own, and may be able to choose print or online options. These questions are also available in Microsoft Word format.

**peerScholar**

Firmly grounded in published research, peerScholar is a powerful online pedagogical tool that helps develop students’ critical and creative thinking skills through creation, evaluation, and reflection. Working in stages, students begin by submitting written assignments. peerScholar then circulates their work for others to review, a process that can be anonymous or not, depending on instructors’ preferences. Students immediately receive peer feedback and evaluations, reinforcing their learning and driving development of higher-order thinking skills. Students can then re-submit revised work, again depending on instructors’ preferences.

Contact your Pearson representative to learn more about peerScholar and the research behind it.

**Technology Specialists**

Pearson’s technology specialists work with faculty and campus course designers to ensure that Pearson technology products, assessment tools, and online course materials are tailored to meet your specific needs. This highly qualified team is dedicated to helping schools take full advantage of a wide range of educational resources, by assisting in the integration of a variety of instructional materials and media formats. Your local Pearson Education Canada sales representative can provide you with more details on this service program.
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